Evowalk Systems
Leading the way in Roof Safety Systems

Evowalk

Rooftop Walkway Systems

Evowalk
Rooftop Walkway Systems
Height safety has become an essential part of the ‘working at
height’ industry, Evowalk provides the complete range of
walkway systems for all roof applications;









Standing Seam
Composite
Built up
Secret fix
PVC membrane
Evowalk Stepped walkway
Fall protection panels
Pitched roofs – Galvanized or Aluminium levelling support
brackets supplied

Evowalk is manufactured from re-cycled PVCu and has a unique
Anti – Slip surface which is applied during the extrusion
process and is available to order in a choice of RAL no’s.
Evowalk has been ultimately designed to protect the roof type
from wear and tear from maintenance traffic and offers a
demarcation route from any hazardous risk on the roof.

Evowalk
Rooftop Walkway Systems
Evowalk has been designed to be installed on all major standing seam roof systems;
With the excellent combination of Evowalk and the EVS clamp, we can offer a much
faster installation on site. The EVS clamp fitting is quick, simple and non penetrative
to the roof thereby validating the roofing manufacturers warranty.
Evowalk is installed across the seams (Shortways) and with the seams (Longways),
corners and T junctions look aesthetically pleasing with the spaces between the
panels being equal on both sections, always allowing joints to have perfect
alignment.

Evowalk
Rooftop Walkway Systems
With the excellent combination of Evowalk and the EV Fixing we can offer a much faster
installation on site. The EV Fixing bracket is TEK screwed to the I beam and riveted onto
the roof sheet. The brackets are supplied complete with a bonded sealing strip on the
underside.
Evowalk can be installed across the seams (Shortways) and with the seams (Longways),
corners and T junctions look aesthetically pleasing with the spaces between the panels
being equal on both sections, allowing joints to have perfect alignment.

Evowalk
Stepped Walkway
Evowalk Stepped walkway has been designed to
be installed on most metal roof systems, including:
 Standing Seam
Composite
Built up
Secret fix
Evowalk Stepped walkway is manufactured to order to suit the specified angle of roof
. Manufactured with aluminium structures onto which the PVC planks are bolted .
This provides a long lifespan against corrosion and lightweight, easy to handle, steps.
The steps are supplied individually, and are simply bolted onto the EVS clamp for
standing seam roofs or TEK screwed into the roof crowns on other roof types,
offering aesthetically pleasing walkway steps.

I Beam Connector
Our I beam connectors ensure perfect alignment and maximum strength and
integrity of the completed structure. They are easy to fit, with a simple “tap
on” fix. As with our other Evowalk accessories this also helps to reduce
installation times. A major cost saving consideration.
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